INTRODUCTION
Introduction of packet switching technique into digitized vOice communication [I] affords great advantages in efficient use of the channel, flexibility to the network traffic fluctuations, etc., in comparison with conventional circuit-switched systems [2] and DSI systems [3] .
In the circuit-switched system, when a call arrives, a transparent line is established for realizing smooth conversation between the origin and destination terminals. This system. however, cannot make efficient use of the channel, because the channel capacity must be assigned to the call according to its peak data rate (not the average rate), and also because the line must be held even if no talkspurt is transmitted.
In the DSI system, channel capacity is assigned on a demand assignment basis only to talkspurts in each call. Hence, channel efficiency is approximately twice that ot the circuit-switched system if the call population is large enough [4] . Some portion of talkspurts, however, may be lost because of contention among talkspurts in different calls. (This loss probability should be kept less than 1% for reasonable voice quality [5] .)
In the packetized voice communication system [4] - [11] , each talkspurt only is encoded and organized into packets, each packet then being transmitted through the network on a store and forward hasis. Since voice packets can wait at intermediate nodes in the network until outgoing channels bec0me free, the system will achieve higher channel utilization than is possible in the DSI system, although some delay will result [6] . (It still remains a research question to determine the extent and significance of this trade-orr.)
Further, it is possible to change and adjust the voice coding rate according to the network traffic congestion, and also to use existing packet-switched data network for voice communication.
Despite the many advantages associated with the packetized vOice system, detailed characteristics have not been obtained because of difficulty in the exact analysis. In this paper, simulation models for packetized voice system are developed under three types of packet reassembly strategy for evaluation or various system characteristics such as voice packet transmission delay, loss probability, statistical fluctuations between original and played-o\lt silence intervals, and so on. We also obtain the optimal voice packet length for each or the reassembly strategies, keeping both overall packet transmission delay and loss probability less than some permissible values. Comparison of these three strategies is also stated.
PACKETIZED VOICE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Packetized Voice Communication Network
In the packetized voice communication network (Fig.I) , speech is digitized at an uniform rate by the A/D encoder in the transmitting terminal, and then, organized into constant length packets by the packetizer. The speech detector judges each packet as to whether it contains active parts of the voice or not, and only non-silent packets are transmitted through the network on a store and forward basis. At the receiving terminal, voice packets are stored in the packet voice receiver, and then, decoded into acoustic sound by the D/A decoder.
Since each voice packet waits at intermediate nodes in the network until the outgoing channels become free, packets will arrive at the receiving terminal with randomized inter-arrival times. I3ecause of fidelity requirement of voice, voice packet reassembly stratpgy. which will play out voice packets at the same uniform rate as they were generated, is required at the packet voice receiver. In this paper, the following three types of reassembly strategy are assumed.
1. :"-LT.1. (~ull Timing Information) Strategy ( Fig.2-a) [81
The packet voice receiver delays every first packet of the talkspurt by a given amount T of time (control time) and plays out succeeding packets at the same uniform rate as they were generated. If a packet is not received by its played-out time, that packet is considered to be lost. This strategy, requiring no network synchronization, is easy to reali~e, however, overall packet transmission delay may be relatively large and fidelity of played-out silence intervals may be low. If the network delay of a packet is less than a given control time T, that packet is additionally delayed at the receiver by an amount equal to the control time T minus its network delay, and then is played out. A packet with a delay greater than T is considered to be lost, even if it be the first one of the talkspurt. This strategy requires network to be synchronized, and also requires timing information in the packet header. However, unlike the N.T.1. strategy, this will keep overall packet transmission delay less than some constant, and will ensure relatively high fidelity of played-out silence intervals.
3. 0I.T.I.-C.T.
\lix Strategy
If the network delay of the first packet of the talkspurt is less than a given control time T, then that packet and successive ones are played out in the same way as that in the C.T.1. strategy. If the network delay of the first talkspurt packet is greater than T, the packet voice receiver plays out that packet immediately upon receiving it, and continues to play out successive packets at the same uniform rate as they were generated. Packets which are not received by their played-out times are considered to be lost.
Performance Criteria for Packetized Voice Network
Voice packet transmission delay may be one of the most important performance criteria for packetized voice network. \\le define voice packet total delay \\1 as time 
Here, \V p and W q are Because of real time requirement of voice transmission, overall delay for each packet should be kept less than a certain permissible value. (Ref. [9] shows that overall delay should be less than 200 m sec. for smooth conversation.) Hence,'voice packet length may become a "ery critical factor. If the packet length is too long, packet generation period \\' p and packet transmission time W t will be very large. If too short, nodal queueing delay W q will become large due to the packet header overhead.
Voice packet loss probability P r should also be kept under some permissible value to maintain voice quality. \Vith the voice packet length fLxed, if control time T increases, packet loss probability will decrease, however, overall transmission delay will increase.
Hence, there exists an optimal control time which minimizes overall packet transmission delay, while keeping packet loss probability under some permissible value.
Following the above presented view, we obtain both the optimal packet length and optimal control time through simulations. We also evaluate statistical fluctuations between original and played-out silence intervals.
SIMULATION MODELS 3.1. I-Hop Model
\Ve consider two simulation models, I-hop and multi-hop (network) models. Fig.3 shows the I-hop model configuration, where node i supports N number of calls. Each of ~ ralls begins to be packetized at the transinitting terminal from its arrival instant, and then, non-silent packets only are transmitted to node i. Node i has infinite buffer capacity, and transmits incoming packets to node j on a first-come first-served (FCFS) basis. strategy is shown in Fig.6 as a function or the packet length. In this figure, control time T is taken so as to minimize E[W], satisfying the condition that packet loss probability P r is le-' than 1 ce. It can be seen that the optimal packet length (without header)
Network Model
which minimizes E[\\'I is arollnd 80 bits. (3) and (4) . (Note that these values don't depend on packet reassembly strategy.) There exists an optimal packet length which minimizes E[\V sl. This is due to the following trade-oCC relation. If the packet length decreases, \V p and W t will decrease. However, \V q will increase due to packet header overhead. This figure shows that, when the packet is long, W p and W t greatly contrib'!te to W. The voice packet length should then be relatively smaller than that of the usual data packet (1000 -2000 bits). Fig.8 shows density function of nodal queueing delay \V q for various values of the packet length. The value of p shows traffic intensity at the final node (node 3).
Packet loss probability P r and mean packet total delay E[\V] in the N.T.I. strategy are shown in Fig.9 as a Cunction of control time T. The packet length P is 150 bits in this 
Considerations
The above simulation results show that there exists an optimal packet length which minimizes overall packet transmission delay, while keeping packet loss probability under a permissible value (1 %). In the above examples, the optimal packet length (including the header) is around 180 bits in the I-hop model and 250 -300 bits in the network model. Considering the usual data packet length (1000 -2000 bits), these optimal values are relatively short. This is because, when the voice packet length is long, the packet generation period greatly contributes to overall packet transmission delay.
Simulations have been executed for three types of the packet reassembly strategy.
There is no significant difference among these strategies with respect to overall packet 
CONCLUSIONS
Various characteristics of the packetized voice communication network such as overall packet transmission delay and packet loss probability are obtained through simulations in this paper. Three types of packet reassembly strategy are also evaluated. .\' e show that there exist both an optimal packet length and an optimal control time which minimize overall packet transmission delay while keeping packet loss probability less than a certain permissible value. The packetited voice communication system is still at its beginning, and many problems are remain unsolved. These problems await future analysis. 
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